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Where’s the
Drink Stop
Tagg

Warning - This Publication may contain

LAUNCESTON HASH HOUSE
HARRIERS

some TRUTH

A DRINKING CLUB WITH
A RUNNING PROBLEM

RUN No. 2054 Daisy’s Farm “Russell Plains” Rocherlea. Hare Tagg

Run report: Tagg has organised a great rural venue to
formally celebrate are 2050th run. Clear blue sky is above us as
the pack is assembling at the Russell Plains farm shearing shed.
Tagg, Pash, Tyles and Kuzza are busy running around completing
a few outstanding jobs such as cutting firewood and tasting the
contents of the kegs ensuring the temperature is correct. Tagg
has decreed that the run will start at 1:30 pm. At 1:28 Tagg
blows the horn two minutes to go, 1:29 the horn sounds again
one minute to go. Sheilas mobile beeps it is a text message from
an ex GM Disease, hold the start I have just left Tamma. Tagg is
undeterred 1:30 sharp he sounds the horn again ON ON. There
is no movement amongst the troops, give him another 5 minutes
calls Tyles. Just in time Disease arrives and the official 2050 th is
underway. A last instruction from Tagg the ON HOME is at the
Fingerpost. Tagg has lived up to his promise of setting a great
interesting run. The trail has taken the pack through open plains,
across rock strewn paddocks, fording freezing creeks and
through dense gum forest to the ON HOME at the finger post. A
two kilometre stretch of similar terrain takes the pack back to the
shearing shed ON ON site.

Skulls: Spyder the Lip had to leave the venue as the run finished due to work commitments. The thirsty HASHERS are gathered behind the shearing shed seated in the sun about 40 metres
away from the beer trailer drinking ale and talking crap. Tagg the
multi functional GM has ordered Hash Pash to ring the bell its
skull time. Tagg has the skulling mugs filled with ice cold beer
lined up at the beer trailer. Form a circle he calls, not a Hasher
moves, form a circle he calls as Pash rings the bell again. Still no
movement from the HASHERS Form a circle he calls again as
Pash rings the clapper out of the bell. Still no movement in desperation Tagg collect the skulling mugs and brings them over to
the sheering shed. Finally Tagg has the
rabble under control and the skulls are
underway
Tagg: Setting the run and organising the
day.
Daisy and his Farmers: Providing the
venue.
Mr E: Returned Hasher
Tyles: Ordering a T Bone steak for tea.
Sheila: Ordering Roast Beef for tea.
One Hump: Birthday boy.

The Hash Barby is underway as soon as the skulls
are out of the way , burgers and snags are soon
been washed down with large quantities of ice
cold Boags. The weather is now starting to cool
down as the sun is sinking in the western sky,
with no cloud cover it is sure to be a freezing
night. Tagg has is swag set up in the sheering
shed, Scary and Inlets have set their vans up, Inlet
has chained his Honda generator to the drawbar
of his van, I will not be cold tonight, I have my
electric blanket. Other Hashers are roughing it by
sleeping in their cars. The fire is stoked up and all
have settled in for a night of drinking and eating
as Tagg has ordered plenty of food and ale. The
pack gradually peters away about 1:00 am as it is
now minus three degrees and there is only so
much a HASHER can drink in these weather conditions.
The HASHERS are up early in the morning as
about 15 kilos of bacon has been purchased as
well as six dozen eggs, the barby is again underway as the fire pot is replenished with wood.
11:00 am arrives and it is time for the anticipated
skeet shoot to start. The shotgun blasts echo
around Rocherlea for about two hours as lead
shot is scattered all about the shearing shed. The
locals at Rocherlea take no notice of the constant
blasts of the exploding shells they presume it is
just another drug war shoot out in their suburb.

Fill this one up
Inlet while you
are there

You wont need
your gumboots
this year One
Hump

